You need to have done the PSYCH-K Basic Workshop in order to attend the PSYCH-K Master Facilitation Workshop.

What other Facilitators are saying about this workshop:

“Besides the absolute pleasure of spending an entire 36 hours immersed in the Isumataq, the biggest draw card was learning SURROGATION. I can now facilitate sessions via Skype/FaceTime or telephone, which truly deepened my experience of PSYCH-K, as it creates an environment where mastery is developed. SURROGATION further enables me to work from wherever I am (a goal I balanced for by the way) allowing me to tap into the national and international sector of my industry, which opens an entirely new channel of income (Guess what? I balanced for that too!).

The addition of the MESSAGES FROM CONDITIONS or SITUATIONS protocol is next level, again proving to me the immense power and consistency of the PSYCH-K modality and our interconnectedness with others and our world. In the workshop we work in triads, which is pure genius. The experience definitely helped me grow and hone my skills and completely obliterated any self-doubt or insecurities I had about my ability as a Facilitator.

PSYCH-K and the Master Facilitation Workshop is one of the most life changing gifts you can give yourself and the world we live in.” Tanja Rousalis – PSYCH-K Facilitator – Cape Town. Founder and CEO of Bimini Medical and Thrive With Me.

“The Master Facilitation Workshop increased my confidence and gave me more tools to work with and to empower people remotely through the Surrogation process. The most recent Surrogation session was with a couple who have transformed their personal life as well as their work relationships. They were going to divorce, now they are flying and encouraging each other”.
Mary Irene Andalaft – PSYCH-K Facilitator – Gauteng.

“I wanted to let you know that the ‘real magic’ happened today. During the Master Facilitation training, I balanced to manifest a retainer from a corporate. Today my proposal was confirmed for 25 staff members for virtual executive coaching sessions. This is for me the first, 100% without a doubt evidence of PSYCH-K’s efficacy”
Shelley Lewin – PSYCH-K Facilitator – Western Cape.